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About Seedify V2
Seedify V2 is a Blockchain Gaming focused Metaverse, Metaverse
Studio and NFT Marketplace.
It is under development and will be listed as $SNFTS on
Pancakeswap, which is a decentralized exchange on the Binance

Smart Chain.
Seedify V2 will host some of the best INOs and IMOs and a gaming
and metaverse asset centric marketplace designed to address the
shortcomings of traditional NFT marketplaces with UI integrations

and research tools that simplify the process of buying and selling
gaming or metaverse utility NFTs.

Immanent Solutions is Seedify’s exclusive software development
partner and is building Seedify V2 for them.

Challenges
Seedify team wanted to offer something unique to Blockchain
community in the NFT and Metaverse space and approached Immanent
with a set of unique challenges :Existing NFT and Metaverse studios were fairly generalist.
Seedify wanted to build something laser focused and high
on quality.

Seedify did not want to raise any capital funding
whatsoever and stay bootstrapped. However, they were
very keen on offering grants to enterprising creators
They were open to innovation and new idea development

around NFT, NFT Marketplace and Metaverse space.

The Approach
01

02

Provide gamers intuitive research tools
to get just the NFTs they need for gaming
and metaverse experiences.

Reward users with NFT collectibles,
while also adding a new $SNFTS token,
which will be airdropped to $SFUND
stakers/farmers, along with holders of
NFTs from selected blue-chip
collections and partners.

03
Connect creators and supporters
through a “Kickstarter” like crowdfunding platform.

The Solution

Immanent helped Seedify launch Seedify Meta Studios,
an in-house Metaverse creation studio.

Immanent helped Seedify launch Seedify NFT Launchpad
for launching in-game and metaverse NFTs (INOs and IMOs).

Immanent helped Seedify launch Seedify Metaverse Asset Program
for providing grants to deserving, enterprising creators.

Immanent helped Seedify launch Seedify NFT Space
- a revolutionary gaming and metaverse asset centric marketplace, that aims to
fill the void left by traditional NFT marketplaces which lack the ability and UI to
properly support buyers and sellers of these certain utility assets dedicated
towards gaming and the metaverse.

The Tech Stack
Immanent used following technologies for designing and developing the entire infrastructure
and platform for Seedify V2.

Seedify is now ready to launch its
V2 with us

The Outcome

including following features being designed
Due to consistent and high quality Blockchain
technical advice and consulting offered by
Immanent to Seedify team, they have now
grown from a community launch project to an
industry leader, with:

50+

Projects
Launched

Thousands
Of Participants
Per IXO

200K+
Medium
Readers

600K

200K+
Telegram
Followers

Twitter
Followers

and developed by Immanent -

01 Seedify Meta Studios for in-house projects
02 Seedify NFT Launchpad for launching in-game
and metaverse NFTs (INOs and IMOs)
03 Seedify Metaverse Asset Program for providing
grants

04 Seedify NFT Space which will connect all our
innovations, as a master product and a gaming
focused marketplace.

✦ App in Action ✦

✦ App in Action ✦
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